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WH officials have tried to pressure U.S. immigration
authorities to release detainees onto the streets of
“sanctuary cities” to retaliate against Trump’s political
adversaries, according to DHS officials and email
messages

White House wanted detainees released to “sanctuary cities” to target …
The political retribution was proposed in November and again in February, but
immigration authorities rejected the idea as inappropriate, rebuffing the White
House.

https://apple.news/AqOVL4rGAQO6MzH7NaNBTZQ

When you’ve lost ICE... 

The attempt at political retribution raised alarm within ICE, with a top official

responding that it was rife with budgetary and liability concerns, and noting that

“there are PR risks as well.”

He believed it could punish Democrats — including Pelosi — by busing ICE detainees

into their districts before their release, according to two DHS whistleblowers who

independently reported the busing plan to Congress.

One of the whistleblowers spoke with The Washington Post, and several DHS officials

confirmed the accounts. They spoke on the condition of anonymity to discuss internal

deliberations

Stephen Miller discussed the proposal with ICE, according to 2 DHS officials.

Matthew Albence, who is ICE’s acting deputy director, immediately questioned the

proposal in Nov & later circulated the idea when it resurfaced in Feb, seeking the

legal review that ultimately doomed it

Miller’s name did not appear on any of the documents reviewed by The Post. But as
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White House senior adviser on immigration policy, officials at ICE understood that

he was pressing the plan.

Homeland Security officials said the sanctuary city request was unnerving, and it

underscores the political pressure Trump and Miller have put on ICE and other DHS

agencies

“It was basically an idea that Miller wanted that nobody else wanted to carry out,”

said one congressional investigator who has spoken to one of the whistleblowers.

“What happened here is that Stephen Miller called people at ICE, said if they’re going

to cut funding you’ve got to make sure you’re releasing people in Pelosi’s district and

other congressional districts.”

The White House discussed the immigrant release idea as a way to punish Democrats

standing in the way of funding additional detention beds.

The White House urged ICE to channel releases to sanctuary districts, regardless of

whether immigrants had any ties to those places

It was retaliation, to show them, ‘Your lack of cooperation has impacts,’ ” said one of

the DHS officials, summarizing the rationale.


